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a \v hole, not so in ueh the mosaic acliviiies of narrowly localized regions
of it. Indeed the notion of "centres of consciousness' is fast becoming
obsolete.
Vv e may therefore well hesitate before associating mental fatigue with
refractory phases and before ascribing, as some have ascribed (Bills;
Telford), to refractory phases either (ij those numerous fluctuations, or
even pauses, in mental activity which characterize prolonged con-
tinuous mental work, or (ii) the occurrence of an optimal rate of suc-
cessive stimuli in order to obtain the fastest series of reaction times.
5-FEELINGS OF FATIGUE
Continuous concentration at any task becomes sooner or later impos-
sible; it is our nature involuntarily or voluntarily to take repeated brief
rests during any long period of mental work. But whereas the uninter-
rupted maintenance of mental activity in one particular field of
attention cannot endure for long, the freer play of phantasy in day-
Effects of dreaming and in sleep seems untiring. Yet both rest and sleep, although
neither involves mental quiescence, undoubtedly dissipate mental
'fatigue', whether such fatigue be estimated by our inward feelings or
by such outward signs as skin colour, facial expression, or impaired
output of mental work. It is noteworthy that our feelings of mental
weariness are not invariably a faithful index of mental impairment:
our lessened output of mental work may indicate that we are men-
tally fatigued without our necessarily feeling so, or we may feel mentally
fatigued without necessarily showing it in poorer work. But in general
it has been found experimentally that the diurnal variations from hour
to hour in our feelings of mental fatigue during normal work-a-day life
show certain striking resemblances to the fluctuations in output hourly
obtained under these conditions (Muscio, 1921).
Measurement Measurement of the output of work is at present our most trustworthy
fatigue*1 index of its impairment due to mental 'fatigue'; for unfortunately we
have no sufficiently reliable objective 'tests' of mental fatigue. Purely
physiological tests have proved of little use. Periodically interpolated
mental tests are at the mercy of the will and of the feelings of the
subject; they are also subject to the effects of practice and of consequent
automatism; and they differ owing to their necessary simplicity from
more complex, directive, aim-satisfying higher mental work. Despite
these and other drawbacks, there can be no doubt that in general the
efficiency of performing certain interpolated mental (e.g. arithmetical)
tests is lowered by continuous mental work. As judged by the diminishing
capacity to perform these tests, there is no clear evidence that mental
'fatigue* is uniformly progressive throughout a day's ordinary work.
Moreover, diurnal variations in degree of fatigue seem to be super-
imposed on an independent organic rhythm of mental efficiency; for
whether the day is spent in ordinary mental work or in such restful

